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1. Review everything on the "Study Guide for Midterm I" and the "Glossary and Basic Strategies of Bilateral Strategic Bargaining." The final exam is cumulative.

2. Iterated Games
   — What strategy is effective in repeated prisoner's dilemma (RPD) games? Why? How do we know?
   — What is escalation dominance? How is it established? What is an example in foreign policy?
   — What is a mixed strategy? How is it calculated? What is an example in foreign policy?

3. Multiple Players
   — How does the presence of more than two players change strategic bargaining?
   — What is a public good? Why are they hard to produce? What is an example in foreign policy? What can be done to encourage the production of public goods?

4. Problems with the Rational Model
   — What is the Arrow impossibility theory? What is the Condorcet paradox? Why is agenda setting important?
   — What are some common arguments for the relevance of ethical theories to foreign policy? Do you agree?
   — What are the two types of just war theory? What are some important considerations of each type?
   — What are some reasons why many psychologists argue that people systematically deviate from the assumptions of the rational model?